
Service Order
Thank you for choosing Super Fly! Please note that we prioritize servicing 
the brands we sell.

Read this form carefully and complete it in full.  Incomplete forms will cause delays.

What is included in an annual inspection?

During your wing's inspection, we hang it up and remove debris. We do a visual inspection of everything, and identify areas that need repair. We test the 
porosity and fabric strength, and for most wings we remove a main A or B line and break it to test the strength.  We also check lines for symmetry and if 
needed/requested we will do a trim check and adjust the trim as recommended by our experts and your wing's manufacturer.  

What is a "Line Inspection and Trim Tuning"?
As noted above, a full inspection includes inspecting your lines and, if needed, a trim tuning. However, if you want us to only inspect your lines and do a trim 
tuning, then you only need to mark that service on this form.  If you want us to look at the rest of your wing "while we're at it," then you are asking for a full 
inspection.

What is the turn-around time?

We are a first come-first serve operation. If your equipment requires any repairs, a return date will be determined by the amount of repair parts that have to be 
made, the time involved in the actual repairs, and the volume of work ahead of yours.  

If you need your service completed by a certain date, please plan accordingly. We can’t make any guarantees, but we will do our best to accommodate your 
needs if possible. Please expect increased shipping costs if you require faster delivery.

If you are first in line and do not require additional service/repairs, general turn-around times are indicated below:

     FULL INSPECTION: 1 week, plus shipping time. 
     LINE INSPECITON AND TRIM TUNING: 24-48 hours, plus shipping time.
     RESERVE REPACK:  24-48 hours, plus shipping time.
     LINES:  Usually same day for orders received in the morning. See next page for more details.      

Please note, your gear will be returned once we have received payment. 

How much does shipping cost?
Shipping costs depend on many variables - usually we see it range from $25-$70 for wings and harnesses, and about $10-$20 for reserves. Lines are usually 
less than $10. As mentioned, you should expect higher costs if you require express delivery.

How do I pay for the service?

We will not bill you until your service is complete. We will send an invoice to the email you provide on the next page. You can pay using the link on your 
invoice. We also accept PayPal (paypal@superflyinc.com) or check (our address is below). If you want us to have your credit card information ahead of 
time, please give us a call (801-255-9595). We will not charge your card until we know you are aware of the total.

 Send your equipment and this form to:
Super Fly, Inc.
14725 S Porter Rockwell Blvd, 
STE J
Bluffdale, UT 84065

Services Requested

** For NOVA and ADVANCE trim tuning, your wing must be registered before we can do the service **
NOVA: https://www.nova.eu/en/my-nova/ ADVANCE:https://app.advance.ch/app/en/auth/login_create?thm=_frontend

___ Assess my gear for trade-in value. Please describe where on the wing/harness the damage is located:
___ Fabric repair ($50/hr plus materials)

___ Line replacement *USE REVERSE SIDE* ($15-$25)

___ Reserve repack ($60 round/square; $75 rogallo)

___ Full Inspection ($175)

___ Line Inspection and Trim Tuning ($0-$70, depending on wing's warranty)

Wing model, size, color

Wing serial number # of Hours # of Flights

Continue on next page - your signature is required before we will service your gear. 

https://www.nova.eu/en/my-nova/
https://app.advance.ch/app/en/auth/login_create?thm=_frontend


Owner Information

Name Phone 1

Email Phone 2

Return Shipping Address

Billing Address (if different)

Shipping Preference
Applicable shipping costs are determined after the work is complete.  Equipment is shipped after receipt of payment.
___ I would like to pick up my gear ___ I would like my gear/lines to be shipped to the address above. 

Describe ALL items in your shipment, including all loose accessories. We are not responsible for items not listed.

To Order Replacement Lines
**To order a full or partial line set, please contact us directly: 801.255.9595 or info@superflyinc.com**

Measure your lines - Follow these tips to get the best results!
Measure lines from the loop tip to loop tip. In some cases (most Nova gliders) you need to open the riser link, open the loop, then 
measure.

Measure with about 20lbs of steady tension.
If your line is severed, measure its mate on the opposite side.
Don’t want to measure? You can send us your line and we’ll make one to match.

If your wing is still in new condition (under 5 hours only), you can refer to the wing’s line chart instead of measuring the lines. Just tell us the 
line I.D. (e.g. AG1, 3A3, FM1) and we’ll do the rest! Line charts can be found on the manufacturer’s website and/or the wing’s manual.    If you 
have any doubts about identifying the line, please call us first so we can make you the correct line.

Line #1   
Glider Manufacturer: ____________________________ Model: ______________________ Size: __________
Length (or I.D. from chart): __________________ mm / cm / in (circle one) Line Color: _____________________
How many of this line do you need? _____ 

Line #2
Glider Manufacturer: ____________________________ Model: ______________________ Size: __________
Length (or I.D. from chart): __________________ mm / cm / in (circle one) Line Color: _____________________
How many of this line do you need? _____ 

*Please note that if we do not have the same color or diameter as your line we will do our best to match it. If you require the same color and 
diameter, please specify this in your order. In this case, if we do not have the same color and diameter in stock, we will place an order with the 
manufacturer, which may cause a delay in the completion of your order. 

Service Agreement

I understand and agree that upon Super Fly’s completion of work on my Equipment, I will kite my wing and inspect my Equipment. However, it is my 
responsibility to fully inspect my equipment before I operate it again, and Super Fly is not responsible for any injury or damage to my person or property, or 
injury to the person or property of any third party arising out of or relating to the assembly or configuration of my equipment, for which I agree to release and 
indemnify Super Fly from any and all claims, liability, lawsuits, and legal actions, whether caused by my own negligence or the negligence of Super Fly or its 
agents, employees, officers, or contractors. 

Your Signature Date

I will complete the Smartwaiver at this web address:https://waiver.smartwaiver.com/w/5c6d6f9ec6710/web/

https://waiver.smartwaiver.com/w/5c6d6f9ec6710/web/



